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Until recently, the attention of most researchers has focused on the first and last steps of gene transfer, namely delivery to the cell and transcription, in order to optimise transfection and gene therapy. However, over the past few years, researchers have realised that the intracellular trafficking of plasmids is more than just a ‘black box’ and is actually one of the major barriers to effective gene delivery. After entering the cytoplasm, following direct delivery or endocytosis, plasmids or other vectors must travel relatively long distances through the mesh of cytoskeletal networks before reaching the nuclear envelope. Once at the nuclear envelope, the DNA must either wait until cell division, or be specifically transported through the nuclear pore complex, in order to reach the nucleoplasm where it can be transcribed. This review focuses on recent developments in the understanding of these intracellular trafficking events as they relate to gene delivery. Hopefully, by continuing to unravel the mechanisms by which plasmids and other gene delivery vectors move throughout the cell, and by understanding the cell biology of gene transfer, superior methods of transfection and gene therapy can be developed.
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1. Introduction

In order to transfect a cell, either through viral or non-viral methods, a variety of both extracellular and intracellular barriers must be overcome before exogenous gene expression can occur. Included among these barriers are the plasma membrane, the cytoskeletal meshwork in the cytoplasm, and the nuclear envelope. Vectors must cross the plasma membrane, either by endocytosis and subsequent endosomal escape, or by direct penetration, move through the cytoplasm, and be transported into the nucleus before any transcription of their encoded genes can take place. Cellular entry of exogenous DNA is a topic that has been repeatedly examined and there are several reviews in this area covering transfection methods, such as cationic lipid-mediated delivery and electroporation [1-6]. This review will focus on two other areas that hinder successful gene therapy, namely cytoplasmic and nuclear trafficking of non-viral vectors.

2. Cytoplasmic trafficking

2.1 Does DNA diffuse through the cytoplasm?

Once DNA has entered the cell, it must somehow traverse the cytoplasm to reach and gain entry into the nucleus before it can be transcribed and the resulting mRNA eventually translated. Depending on cell shape and point of entry, the distance from the cell membrane to the cell nucleus can be quite large, ranging from µm in smaller cells to > 100s µm in larger eukaryotic cells. Indeed, specialised cells, such as neurons, even display cytoplasmic trafficking of solutes on the order of ≥ 1 mm [7].
The cytoplasm, described by R. Chambers [8] in the 1940s as resembling a reversible gel-sol system, is now understood to be a complex system composed of multiple cytoskeletal elements, including microfilaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments (Figure 1). These elements are organised into a complex, crowded latticework which is constantly remodelling itself in response to a variety of internal and external stimuli. Cartoon representations of the cytoplasm of yeast as drawn to scale by Goodsell depict an extremely crowded compartment, with little room for solutes to travel through unhindered [9]. Translational diffusion measurements in cells suggest that the crowding of the cytoplasm in fibroblasts resembles a 12 – 13% dextran or Ficoll® solution [10], which would correlate to half of the cytoplasmic volume increases as they get larger [16,17]. In contrast to the studies by Luby-Phelps [16,18], Verkman’s studies found that the degree of slowing in the cytoplasm was not decreased for solutes with a radius of gyration < 300 Å, which would correspond to a fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate–dextran molecule < 580 kDa. This result led them to conclude that there were no scaffolding structures with characteristic dimensions < ~ 250 Å. This agrees with measurements made on the smallest principle component of the cytoskeleton, actin, which has been shown to have a characteristic length of 1 µm and a persistence length of 7 – 20 µm, as measured by other groups [19-21]. This is also supported by whole-mount electron microscopy studies, which suggest that the cytoskeletal network has a mesh radius in the range of 350 – 500 Å to fill the cytoplasmic space [22]. For larger dextran molecules, Popov and Poo [17] found that they encountered disproportionately higher viscous resistances, and that these larger resistances were diminished when actin filaments were disrupted. However, actin filament disruption did not affect the diffusion rates of smaller dextrans. Taken together, these results certainly suggest that while molecular crowding may cause significant changes in the diffusion rates of small solutes in the cytoplasm, the diffusion of larger solutes, such as DNA, is significantly impeded by the cytoskeleton.

If plasmids are not moving through the cytoplasm by simple diffusion, they must travel toward the nucleus via some sort of active, or facilitative, process. Two potential pathways that have been studied are the route of the DNA through lysosomes and endosomes to the nuclear periphery, and the directed movement via some interactions with the molecular motors associated with the cytoskeleton. In either case, exogenous DNA must be transported efficiently to the nucleus without being degraded in the cytoplasm and, more importantly, to be expressed.

2.2 Intracellular transport of plasmid DNA taken up via endocytosis

Unprotected DNA is degraded within minutes by nuclease present in normal plasma [23]. Thus, plasmid DNA must be protected by encapsulation in viral or non-viral particles, or by condensation into tightly packed particles formed by poly-cations, such as proteins or cationic lipid vesicles [24]. In this regard, liposomes both protect the DNA and mediate internalisation through endocytosis. As depicted in Figure 2, after capture, the plasmid must escape the endolysosomal compartment [25]. The DNA must then dissociate from the lipid/DNA complex before it can enter the nucleus through the nuclear pore complex (NPC) [23]. Coonrod and colleagues [26] found...
that within 1 h of transfection using calcium phosphate precipitation, the DNA accumulated in the perinuclear region of both primary fibroblasts and HeLa cells. Similar results were obtained using lipofectin or electroporation, although nuclear accumulation occurred over a longer time scale. This data agrees with the work from Zabner’s [27] group, who found that lipid–DNA complexes aggregated into large perinuclear complexes that often showed a highly ordered tubular structure. Although both groups determined that the DNA aggregates into the perinuclear region of the cell, they have different opinions on how the DNA travels through the endolysosomal pathway. Coonrod and colleagues [26], using linear double-stranded DNA, found that regardless of the method of transfection (i.e., calcium phosphate precipitation, lipofection or electroporation), all of the exogenous DNA was routed through the endosomes and lysosomes, as determined by colocalisation of the labelled DNA with lysosomal markers [26]. They also found that inhibition of either endosomal fusion or lysosomal translocation was sufficient to prevent gene expression. This counteracts the theory proposed by Huang and others [27-29], which states that DNA escapes from the endosomes prior to fusion with the lysosome and then travels toward the nucleus. In this model, lipofectin acts as a destabilising agent aiding in the escape of DNA from the endosome prior to fusion with the lysosome. Without this intervention, the DNA would enter the lysosome resulting in massive DNA damage. Although there is some debate regarding the details of the endolysosomal pathway, it is clear that the liberation of the DNA–liposome complex is a rather inefficient operation, leaving a majority of the complex in the lysosome where it is degraded [30]. Regardless of the pathway for endocytic trafficking, the end result is that the DNA must escape from the vesicles and be liberated into the cytoplasm before nuclear import can occur. The only distinction between the models is the distance this ‘free’ DNA must travel in the cytoplasm to reach the nucleus.

2.3 Cytoplasmic trafficking of viral DNA

Throughout evolution, viruses have developed many strategies to target their genomes to the nucleus of host cells (Figure 2) [31,32]. As with plasmids, once certain viruses enter their hosts, they too must traverse the cytoplasm to enter the nucleus for replication. Studies in recent years have pointed to the virus’ use of the cytoskeleton to facilitate transport toward the nucleus following endocytosis-mediated cell entry [33]. By fluorescently labelling viral particles or capsid proteins, several laboratories have been able to track viral movement through the cytoplasm toward the nucleus. For example, Hope and colleagues [32,34] tracked HIV through MAGI and HeLa cells by fusing viral protein R with green fluorescent protein and following the movement of the virion through the cytoplasm. They observed that the virus travelled by a curvilinear path and accumulated in the perinuclear region [28]. Counter-staining of cytoskeletal filaments, or injecting the cells with fluorescently-labelled filament monomers, revealed that there was a high level of co-localisation between the virus particles and microtubules, but not actin filaments [34]. This movement was reduced by a monoclonal antibody that inhibits the dynein motor complex, suggesting that HIV uses the retrograde microtubule motor dynein to facilitate its transport.
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toward the nucleus. Similar studies have been conducted by other groups, showing that a variety of viruses, such as adenovirus [35,36], canine parvovirus [37], and herpes simplex virus type 1 [38], all use microtubule networks and the dynein motor complex to transport their genomes toward the nucleus. In each case, disruption of the microtubule network through the use of depolymerising drugs, or inhibition of the retrograde motor dynein through the addition of an antibody against either an intermediate chain of the motor complex or dynactin, prevented accumulation of the virus particles at the nucleus of the host cell. Even though linear movement along the microtubule networks via molecular motors has been detected at speeds of ≤ 3 µm/s [36], it would appear that in the case of adenovirus, the particles do not travel via a direct route toward the nucleus, but rather are constantly switching between plus- and minus-end-directed motilities that ultimately leads to a net negative (toward the nucleus) movement along the microtubule at 0.06 µm/s.

Although microtubules appear to be the dominant highways for viruses, they are by no means the exclusive route. Van Loo and colleagues [39] showed that baculovirus uses the actin cytoskeletal network exclusively to traffic its genome toward the nucleus. Furthermore, although Hope [34] showed that HIV moved along microtubules via dynein, disruption of the microtubule network was not sufficient to stop the movement of the virus toward the nucleus. It was only when they disrupted both the microtubule and the actin network that they were able to abolish viral movement. Glotzer and colleagues [40] made similar findings with adenovirus.

2.4 Cytoplasmic trafficking of ‘free’ DNA

Although it is widely accepted that DNA complexed with a lipid vehicle enters the cell through endocytosis, and that it is possible that some, or all, of the trafficking through the cytoplasm is done via endosomes and/or lysosomes, it is unclear how plasmids move through the cytoplasm as non-membrane-bound molecules. Based on the above discussions, it is unlikely that the ‘free’ DNA diffuses through the cytoplasm to any meaningful extent. However, it has not been determined whether this ‘free’ DNA can utilise the various cytoskeletal networks for directed movement towards the nucleus. What is known, however, is that once DNA is released into the cytoplasm, either following escape from the endosomes and the polymers with which it is complexed, or after direct entry by electroporation or a similar technique, the DNA does not remain ‘free’ for very long. The cytoplasm is filled with DNA- and RNA-binding proteins, as well as polyamines and other polycations, that will rapidly complex with the released DNA. This could serve several functions. First, the charge neutralisation could aid in condensation of the plasmid to reduce its size and perhaps allow some amount of limited diffusion. Second, the interactions may also shield some of the proteins that bind to the DNA may in fact act as adapters to microtubule- and/or actin-based motors. As cytoplasmic cytoskeletal motor proteins do not bind to DNA, the only way that the plasmid could utilise the motors would be through intermediary proteins that can bind to the plasmid. This remains to be determined, but similar models for DNA-binding protein-mediated transport of plasmids into the nucleus support this possibility [41-46].

Taken together, these data suggest that cytoplasmic trafficking of viruses, and possibly other large macromolecules, results from a combination of motor-driven directed transport and molecular sieving. Thus, the fewer crosslinks and actin fibres that are in the way, the faster a particle can move along microtubules or vice versa. Whether plasmids that are free of viral capsids and proteins use similar pathways to reach the nucleus is unclear, but based on the extremely low rates of DNA diffusion in the cytoplasm, it is likely that some form of directed movement is used.

3. Nuclear trafficking

3.1 Nuclear envelope as a barrier

Once plasmids traverse the cytoplasm, they are confronted by the nuclear envelope, which regulates all traffic of macromolecules, including proteins, DNAs, RNAs and oligonucleotides, between the cytosol and the nucleus. Although some researchers have used cytoplasmic expression systems that rely on bacteriophage transcriptional machinery to express exogenous genes without the need for nuclear translocation of the plasmids [47-49], non-viral gene therapy is greatly limited by the low efficiency of plasmid DNA nuclear entry. Hence, it is important to understand, and exploit, the mechanisms by which plasmids enter the nucleus.

In non-dividing cells, the nuclear envelope remains intact and hence is a major barrier to gene transfer. It is well known that non-dividing cells (i.e., growth-arrested, confluent and primary cells) are difficult to transfect. In 1980, Capecchi and others [50] found that plasmids microinjected into the cytoplasm of cells, gene expression was < 3% of that seen when the nuclei of cells were injected with the same number of plasmids. Similar results have been seen in a number of different cell types by various groups [52,53]. The same is true for many viral genomes. Direct nuclear injection of DNA genomes from SV40, or reverse-transcribed retroviral genomes, results in the production of 10 - 100-fold more infectious virus particles than if the genomes are injected into the cytoplasm [54-56]. As gene expression or DNA replication must follow nuclear localisation of the DNA, these results suggest that nuclear translocation of DNA was a rate-limiting step in the gene transfer process.

In contrast to what is seen in non-dividing cells, it has been shown that in actively-dividing cells, the nuclear envelope is not a major hindrance to gene transfer. For example, in
actively dividing primary human airway epithelial cells, gene expression following liposome-mediated transfection was 10 times greater, compared with non-dividing cells (as determined by BrdU Inc.) [57]. It has also been reported that cells transfected in the G2 or G2–M phase expressed 50–300-fold more gene product than those transfected in G1 [58], suggesting that although efficient gene transfer and expression are regulated by the cell cycle, dividing cells in any phase of the cell cycle can be relatively efficiently transfected.

During transfection, only a fraction of the plasmids that enter the cytoplasm successfully enter the nucleus where gene expression is initiated. When HeLa and CV1 cells were transfected with fluorescently labelled plasmids using liposomes (~10^6 plasmids/cell), 2000 copies of plasmid were found to be intracellular in either cell type within 2 h [59]. Of the intracellular plasmids, 60% localised to the nuclei of HeLa cells, whereas only 30% of the plasmids did so in CV1 cells at the same time point. It should be pointed out that the plasmids used in these experiments were capable of targeting to the nucleus due to the inclusion of the SV40 enhancer (see below).

All these data show that the nuclear envelope is a major barrier to DNA nuclear import especially in non-dividing cells, but nature, or luck, has developed ways to break through this barrier.

3.2 DNA nuclear entry in the absence of cell division

Despite the barrier provided by the nuclear envelope, many viruses that utilise the nucleus during their life cycles are able to infect non-dividing cells, and plasmids have been delivered to non-dividing cells, or tissue made up of cells, that do not divide, or divide slowly. Thus, there must be mechanisms in place for this nuclear targeting.

Most retroviruses enter the nucleus during mitosis when the nuclear envelope temporarily breaks down, and, consequently, can only productively infect dividing cells, but many more viruses infect non-dividing cells. These include HIV, SV40, adenovirus, herpes simplex virus and hepatitis B virus, among others [31,60-63]. Furthermore, even certain bacterial pathogens have the ability to transfer DNA elements into the nuclei of non-dividing tissues, such as Agrobacterium tumefaciens in tobacco and other plants [64]. Each pathogen uses a slightly different approach to target their genomes to the nuclei of target cells, yet they all have the ability to get their DNA into the nucleus and all utilise the nuclear pore complex in a signal-mediated manner.

Plasmids are also routinely delivered to non-dividing cells in culture and to various tissues that are made up of cells that do not divide or divide very slowly [41,65-69]. Nuclear entry of plasmids in the absence of cell division was first directly observed after plasmids were microinjected into the cytoplasm of primary myotubes [65]. Wolff and colleagues [65] showed that the biotin-labelled plasmids were able to enter nuclei of myotubes and to direct gene expression. The nuclear entry of plasmids was a facilitated process that used nuclear pores.

Nuclear localisation of the DNA, as followed by gene expression, was inhibited by co-injection of wheat germ agglutinin, a lectin that blocks nuclear transport of karyophilic proteins through the nuclear pore complex. This suggested either that karyophilic proteins containing nuclear localisation signals (NLSs) enabled the injected plasmids to enter nucleus, or that the DNA itself may have an intrinsic signal for nuclear pore recognition and entry.

3.3 Sequence-specific nuclear import of plasmid DNA

Using microinjection, Dean [41] found that nuclear import of plasmids in non-dividing cells is sequence-specific. When protein-free, purified SV40 DNA (5243 bp) was microinjected into the cytoplasm of TC7 African Green monkey kidney cells, the majority of plasmids were detected in cell nuclei by 6–8 h after injection by in situ hybridisation. In these non-dividing cells, whereas SV40 DNA localised in the nuclei with 8 h, other plasmids, including pBR322, pUC19 and pG3L3-basic (Promega Corp.), did not enter the nuclei until the cells were allowed to divide [41,44]. This result suggests that SV40 DNA contains some element that allows preferential nuclear import of the DNA. Indeed, when as little as 50 bp of the SV40 enhancer was cloned into these other plasmids, they were able to enter nuclei with the same kinetics as the entire SV40 genome [41,42]. This finding supports earlier studies by Graessman [51] in which the SV40 enhancer was postulated to have a ‘helper’ activity for nuclear localisation apart from the classical transcriptional activity attributed to it. Such sequence-specific nuclear targeting activity of the SV40 enhancer has been seen in all cells tested so far, including cultured cell lines derived from monkey, rat, mouse, hamster and human origin, and non-transformed primary cells from rat, chicken and human tissues [41]. This sequence from the SV40 genome has been termed the SV40 DNA nuclear targeting sequence, or SV40 DTS.

In vivo studies have also demonstrated that the SV40 DTS greatly increases gene transfer and reporter gene expression in muscle and the vasculature [67-70]. Incorporation of the SV40 enhancer into a plasmid delivered to mouse muscle by electroporation increased reporter gene expression <20-fold [67,68]. Furthermore, gene expression was more persistent in mouse muscle with the plasmid containing the SV40 enhancer [68]. In the vasculature, Young et al. [71] showed that the presence of the SV40 DTS increased gene expression by 40–200-fold at different times following delivery by electroporation. Moreover, this increased gene expression was the result of increased DNA nuclear import. In situ hybridisation of the transfected plasmid confirmed that the SV40 sequence, containing the plasmid localised to the nuclei of cells in the vasculature by as early as 8 h following gene delivery, whereas plasmids without the SV40 DTS failed to localise to the nucleus and were cleared from the tissue within 48 h [71].

Despite these results, which suggests that the SV40 DTS is required in cell culture for nuclear import in the absence of cell division, and greatly increases nuclear localisation and
gene expression in vivo in non-dividing tissues, plasmids lacking the SV40 enhancer are able to direct gene expression in skeletal muscle after either injection alone, or injection and electroporation [72-74]. Similarly, in studies in the vasculature, low levels of gene transfer and expression are detected with plasmids lacking the SV40 DTS [71]. The reason for this is likely to be that when large numbers of plasmids lacking a DTS are delivered to tissues, some of the intracellular plasmids can enter the nucleus with low efficiency and, thus, lead to gene expression. Indeed, it has been shown that when 100,000 DTS-lacking plasmids are delivered to the cytoplasm of a myotube in vivo, no gene expression is observed, but when 1,000,000 plasmids are injected, the cells express the gene product [75].

3.4 DNA nuclear targeting sequences

The mechanism by which the SV40 enhancer sequence causes nuclear import of DNA is not fully understood. The nuclear-targeting ability of SV40 enhancer is probably due to its binding sites for a number of general transcription factors, such as AP1, AP2, AP3, NF-κB, Oct-1, TEF-I and TEF-II [76-78]. These transcription factors are synthesised in the cytoplasm and all contain NLSs that facilitate their translocation from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. When exogenous SV40 DTS-containing DNA is present in the cytoplasm, newly synthesised transcription factors may bind to their binding sites on the plasmid to form a DNA–protein complex. Because transcription factors contain NLSs, they can function as ‘adaptors’ between the plasmid DNA and the protein nuclear import machinery to promote DNA nuclear import (Figure 3).

For transcription factors to be nuclear import ‘adaptors’, it is important that their NLS are still exposed after forming a DNA–protein complex. Otherwise, the complex would be unable to interact with importins, which are the NLS receptors. For example, zinc-finger transcription factors such as SP-1 would not be able to mediate DNA nuclear import because the NLS is embedded within the DNA-binding zinc-finger domain. Similarly, the NLS of the c-jun component of the AP1 transcription factor would also be unable to bind to the importins because its NLS is immediately adjacent to the DNA binding region of the protein.

Based on this model, one possible prediction is that any eukaryotic promoter or enhancer will act as a DTS. However, this is not the case. Several strong viral promoters have been tested for their nuclear targeting ability, but none of them showed such activity. The immediate-early promoter and enhancer from cytomegalovirus, the Rous sarcoma virus long terminal repeats (LTR), the Moloney murine leukaemia virus LTR, and the herpes simplex virus thymidylate kinase promoter, are unable to mediate plasmid nuclear import in non-dividing cells [42,44,51]. By comparing the transcription factor binding sites on the SV40 enhancer and these other promoters, it was found that the only identified transcription factor that binds to the SV40 enhancer, but not to the other sequences, is AP2, suggesting that AP2 may play a major role in mediating plasmid nuclear import. However, plasmids containing a synthetic AP2 binding site, or an endogenous promoter containing an AP2 site, failed to localise to the nuclei of all cell types [44]. Hence, it appears that a DNA nuclear import is not facilitated by a single transcription factor. Import is more likely to require multiple transcription factors bound to the plasmid to form a proper three-dimensional structure with the DNA sequence, so as to be recognised by the NLS-dependent, protein nuclear import machinery.

Binding sites for NF-κB may be another possible nuclear targeting sequence. When five repetitive NF-κB binding sites were cloned into a luciferase-expressing plasmid, gene expression increased 12-fold in transfected cells [45]. This increase was further enhanced when the NF-κB activator TNF-α was present. Nuclear import of the plasmid was also assessed in these experiments using a fluorescently-labelled peptide nucleic acid (PNA) bound to the plasmid. Similar to the enhancement in gene expression, nuclear localisation of the plasmids containing repetitive NF-κB binding sites was increased compared with that of the parent plasmids. In the presence of TNF-α, the plasmids containing repetitive...
NF-κB binding sites were mostly localised in nuclei, whereas TNF-α did not change the localisation pattern of the parent plasmids significantly. Because TNF-α activates NF-κB nuclear translocation, these data suggested a role of NF-κB binding sites in nuclear import of the modified plasmids. However, the plasmids used in this study (pGL3-enhancer, Promega) also contained the SV40 enhancer region. Hence, it is not clear if NF-κB bindings sites alone are sufficient to promote nuclear import.

The oriP sequence from Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) has also been proposed to act as a DTS, although only in combination with the EBV-encoded protein, EBV nuclear antigen (EBNA)-1 [46]. EBNA-1 is a DNA-binding protein, encoded by the virus that binds to a specific sequence of DNA present in the origin region of the virus. As with other transcription factors, EBNA-1 contains an NLS and binds to a unique DNA sequence. When a plasmid containing the oriP sequence was microinjected into the cytoplasm of EBNA-1-expressing cells, increased gene expression was detected compared with similar injections in EBNA-1 non-expressing cells. This led researchers to propose that the EBNA-1 protein was facilitating nuclear import of the plasmid. However, because expression was also increased, albeit to a lesser extent, in EBNA-1-positive cells injected in the nuclei, it is unclear exactly what contribution the potential increased nuclear import played.

3.5 Cell-specific DNA nuclear import

Based on the DNA transcription factor nuclear import model proposed by Dean [42], it was postulated that cell-specific nuclear targeting sequences may exist. It is possible that binding of cell-specific transcription factors to a plasmid could lead to cell-specific nuclear import in cells, in which these particular transcription factors are present. At present, several such sequences have been identified, including one that acts in smooth muscle cells and another in endothelial cells [44,79].

One of the identified cell-specific nuclear targeting sequences is the smooth muscle γ-actin (SMGA) promoter. The SMGA gene is expressed in smooth muscle cells and is regulated at the transcriptional level by at least two transcription factors, serum response factor (SRF) and Nkx3 [80-82]. When injected into smooth muscle cells, plasmids carrying the SMGA promoter are imported into the nuclei [44]. By contrast, in non-smooth muscle cell types, such as endothelial or epithelial cells, the SMGA promoter plasmids are restricted to the cytoplasm. Thus, the SMGA promoter can function as a smooth muscle cell-specific DTS [44].

The minimal sequence of the SMGA promoter necessary for nuclear transport encompasses the first ~400 bp of the promoter from -404 to +25. This region contains binding sites for other general (C/EBP and AP2) and smooth muscle specific transcription factors (SRF and Nkx3) [80-82]. When a plasmid containing the 400 bp SMGA promoter was injected into the cytoplasm of non-smooth muscle cells (CV1 cells) that expressed SRF, some of the plasmids were able to localise to the nuclei of the cells, whereas they remained completely cytoplasmic in the parent, SRF-lacking CV1 cells [44]. However, the level of nuclear import was less than that seen in smooth muscle cells, suggesting that additional smooth muscle transcription factors, other than SRF, are needed for maximal nuclear import of the plasmid DNA. Indeed, detailed analysis has demonstrated that mutation of either of the two SRF or Nkx3 binding sites within the SMGA DTS abolishes nuclear import of the plasmids. Thus, it appears that both transcription factors, and possibly accessory binding proteins, are needed for optimal nuclear import of the DNA.

3.6 DNA nuclear import in permeabilised cells

In order to characterise the molecular mechanism(s) of DNA nuclear import and to identify the proteins involved, digitonin-permeabilised cells have been used by several groups [43,83,84]. Digitonin preferentially solubilises cholesterol, which is in greatest abundance in the plasma membrane and to a much lesser extent in the nuclear envelope. By washing detergent-treated cells, the endogenous cytoplasm can be removed, and by adding fractionated extracts and purified recombinant transport proteins into the system, the requirements for nuclear import can be determined [85].

Using this approach, Wolff and colleagues [83] first demonstrated that linear fragments of double-stranded DNA are transported into the nucleus in an energy- and temperature-dependent manner. DNA nuclear translocation was inhibited by wheat germ agglutinin, suggesting that the transport of DNA is mediated through the NPC. DNA nuclear import was also saturable, but was not competitively inhibited by excess NLS-containing proteins, suggesting that the linear DNA fragments entered the nucleus through a pathway distinct from that of classic NLS-containing proteins. Moreover, unlike all other macromolecules studied thus far, the nuclear import of these fragments was found to be independent of the addition of cytoplasmic extracts (and hence any NLS-machinery). The fluorescently-labelled linear DNA fragments that localised to the nuclei of permeabilised cells failed to localise to the nuclei of microinjected cells. Furthermore, in contrast to the observations that 5 – 15 kb plasmids can be imported into nuclei of microinjected cells [41,42,65], Hagstrom and colleagues [65] found that nuclear uptake of the linear DNA fragments in permeabilised cells was size dependent; fragments <1000 bp localised to the nuclei, but larger fragments were excluded. There are two likely reasons for these findings. First, the method used to label the DNA fragments resulted in large numbers of fluorophores being attached randomly throughout the length of the DNA fragments. Thus, such saturation labelling techniques may alter the ability of proteins to bind to the DNA that may normally mediate nuclear import in vivo. Perhaps by using different labelling techniques, a better correlation between microinjected and permeabilised cells would be achieved. Alternatively, it is possible that linear fragments of DNA behave differently to plasmids.
In separate experiments using plasmids, either fluorescently tagged with a triplex-forming PNA, or labelled at a distinct site by nick-translation, it was demonstrated that plasmid nuclear uptake was time-, energy-, and temperature-dependent [43,86]. The nuclear import was mediated by the NPC, as the addition of wheat germ agglutinin, or an antibody that inhibits NLS-dependent transport through the NPC (mAb414), completely abolished plasmid nuclear import. Nuclear entry of plasmids, as well as NLS-containing proteins, was dependent on the addition of cytoplasmic extracts. When using purified importin-α, importin-β and Ran (proteins that mediate and control NLS-containing protein nuclear import), plasmids were excluded from the nuclei unless nuclear extract was also provided [43]. Moreover, plasmid nuclear import was also dependent on the presence of a DTS within the plasmid, as seen in microinjected cells [43]. The probable reason for this nuclear extract requirement is that the extract provides a source of transcription factors. Because purified importin-α, importin-β and Ran do not bind to DNA directly, DNA-binding, NLS-containing proteins must also be added to act as adapters between the DNA and the importins. Thus, using a method to label DNA at one distinct locus on the plasmid, DNA-binding proteins are able to bind to all other regions of the plasmid, including the SV40 DTS, to form a DNA-protein complex that is then transported into the nucleus. Taken together, these results support the DNA-protein complex model for plasmid nuclear import.

3.7 DNA/nuclear localisation signal–peptide conjugate and peptide nucleic acid technology

Even though the SV40 DTS uses the NLSs of endogenous transcription factors for its nuclear entry, exogenous proteins and peptides containing various NLSs have also been used to facilitate plasmid nuclear entry through the NPC-mediated pathway (Figure 4) [87,88]. High mobility group (HMG)-1, HMG-17 and histone H1 have been reported to increase gene expression when used as DNA packaging agents [89]. Similarly, a recombinant histone H1, containing the SV40 large T-antigen NLS, increased gene expression using cationic [90] or anionic [91] liposomes to transfected cells. However, when the NLS–H1–DNA complexes were microinjected into the cytoplasm, they showed no greater expression than DNA alone [90], suggesting that the effect of incorporation of NLS–H1 is to
binding to, and translocation across, the nuclear envelope. This DNA–NLS peptide complexes is a two-step process involving Alestrom [95] went on to demonstrate that the nuclear import of transgene [92-95]. In a cell-free system, Collas and zebrafish embryos, increased nuclear localisation of the plas-
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increased nuclear localisation of the plasmids was observed, as was increased integration and expression of the transgene [92-95]. In a cell-free system, Collas and Alestrom [95] went on to demonstrate that the nuclear import of DNA–NLS peptide complexes is a two-step process involving binding to, and translocation across, the nuclear envelope. This process is energy-dependent, inhibited by agents that block the NPC, and requires cytoplasmic extracts. In more recent studies, NLS peptides have also been shown to increase gene expression of plasmids delivered to mammalian cells [96-100].

Because NLS peptides complexed to plasmids by electro- static interactions (i.e., non-covalently attached) could become disassociated from the DNA in the cytoplasm, several groups have developed novel methods to covalently link NLS peptides to plasmids. Sebestyen et al. [84] observed an increase in nuclear localisation of plasmids covalently linked to an SV40 large T-antigen NLS peptide in digitonin-permeabilised cells. However, this increased nuclear localisation could not be recapitulated in cultured HeLa cells that were cytoplasmically microinjected. This could be explained by the heavy conjugation of peptides to the DNA that may interfere with the interaction with cellular proteins. Almost 200 NLS peptides were conjugated to a 4.8 kb plasmid, which could hinder plasmid nuclear import, rather than promoting it. Furthermore, covalently linked NLS peptides could also interfere with transcription. Using an indirect conjugating method or fewer peptides/plasmid, failed to increase gene expression significantly [101,102]. Another study, using linear-capped DNA, showed that a single NLS peptide is sufficient to increase nuclear translocation [98]. Their DNA construct was linked to an NLS via a base within the hairpin cap at one end of the DNA, and led to a 10-to 1000-fold increase in gene expression in different cell types. The fold difference in rapidly dividing cells was higher than that in non-dividing cells, suggesting that the NLS–DNA conjugate may increase aspects of the gene transfer and expression process other than by increased nuclear import alone.

PNAs are nucleic acid analogs in which the phosphodiester backbone has been replaced with a polyamide backbone made up of repeating N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine units [103,104]. The major advantage of this backbone substitution is that the resulting nucleic acid is resistant to both nucleases and proteases. One advantage is that PNAs can also form a triplex with specific sequences in DNA with high affinity (10^-6 to 10^-9 M) [103]. Another advantage is that the PNA-binding site can be placed anywhere in a plasmid (i.e., away from the promoter or DTS), so that it is less likely to interfere with transcription, or nuclear import, of the plasmid. As binding of PNAs to a plasmid does not change its supercoiled conformation, they are a highly attractive tool with which to attach peptides and other molecules to DNA [105,106].

Using PNA technology to link NLS peptides to plasmids has shown great potential to improve DNA delivery. When PNA–NLS peptides were complexed with plasmids and transferred into cells by polyethylenimine (PEI), they increased gene expression over uncomplexed DNA by up to eightfold [107]. The investigators concluded that the increase was due to the increase in DNA nuclear import. More recently, Branden et al. [108] hybridised the same PNA–NLS complex with fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotides and successfully delivered them to different tissues in mice. Other investigators have also shown the potential of PNAs to enhance gene delivery in different cell lines [109,110].

Although it is proposed that these NLS-containing proteins and peptides increase gene expression by increasing nuclear import of the plasmid–protein complex, no definitive experiments have been performed to test this. Consequently, as with the NLS–H1 and hairpin-attached NLS peptide examples [90,98], it is possible that they may act at other stages of the gene delivery process, such as DNA condensation, membrane attachment, or endosomal release, or may reduce plasmid complex particle size to facilitate cytoplasmonic movement, rather than directly increasing nuclear import.

3.8 Alternative routes of plasmid nuclear entry

Although most data suggest that plasmids enter the nucleus via a signal-mediated process through the NPC, several alternative pathways have been suggested. Most of the previous discussion has been concerned with the fate of free DNA released into the cytoplasm following either plasma membrane translocation (i.e., electroporation or microinjection) or endosomal release (i.e., following liposome- or polymer-mediated transfection). Central to this discussion is the assumption that the DNA is largely free from the complexing agent, especially in the case of chemical transfection methods. Indeed, some evidence suggests that interactions of cationic lipid–DNA complexes with free heparin may lead to release upon cell binding or internalisation [111], whereas other data point to interactions of the lipid complexes with the endosomal membrane for complex liberation [25]. Zabner demonstrated that when cells were transfected with DNA complexed with cationic lipids, most of the DNA–lipid complexes localised to large membrane-bound structures at the nuclear periphery [27]. Although not detected directly, Zabner concluded that at least some of the DNA must be released into the cytoplasm, based on the fact that gene expression was detected in these cells. They also injected liposome–DNA complexes directly into the cytoplasm or nucleus and found that at the ratio of lipid to DNA that gave optimal transfection, no gene expression...
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could be detected when the complexes were injected into either cellular compartment. This further supports the assumption that at least some of the DNA is free from the complexes once in the cytoplasm, and that this fraction of free DNA is likely to enter the nucleus and direct gene expression.

The polymer PEI has been used extensively to transfect a variety of cells. Several reports have looked at the intracellular trafficking of the PEI–DNA complexes to determine how the complexes localise to the nucleus [112-115]. In one report, using directly-labelled DNA and labelled PEI, researchers found that in contrast to what is typically seen with liposome complexes, PEI and DNA remain complexed in the cell and appear to localise to the nucleus coordinately [113]. Coupled with recent electron microscopy studies that suggest that PEI–DNA complexes can enter the nucleus as crystalline arrays, it is possible that PEI enters the nucleus by novel, unknown mechanisms [112-115].

Traub and colleagues [116] found that the cytoplasmic intermediate filament protein vimentin, can migrate to the nucleus when bound to single- or double-stranded oligonucleotides, facilitating their nuclear delivery. Similarly, when supercoiled plasmids, regardless of sequence, were bound to vimentin through the cryptic DNA-binding activity of this protein, they caused the rapid movement of the protein into the nucleus, suggesting that the supercoiled DNAs may have the ability to rapidly migrate into the nucleus [117]. However, others have not detected this activity [41-44,66].

Finally, theories regarding fusion of endosomes and/or lipid–DNA complexes with the nuclear envelope have been proposed over the years as a mechanism for nuclear entry of transfected DNA [118]. Similar mechanisms have also been suggested for the nuclear targeting of various viruses [119]. However, apart from the fact that transfected DNA appears to localise to the perinuclear region following endocytosis [26,27], there is no compelling evidence for entry of the DNA into the nucleus via direct nuclear envelope fusion. Given the double-membrane structure of the nuclear envelope, even if fusion between an endosomal membrane and the outer nuclear membrane bilayer occurred, the DNA would, at best, be delivered to the space residing between the two nuclear envelope bilayers, and would still be trapped ‘outside’ the nucleus.

4. Expert opinion and conclusion

Although the intracellular trafficking of exogenous DNA may not be a normal event in the cell, mechanisms do exist for its transport. Some of these have evolved over billions of years, as viruses and other pathogens have perfected ways to invade the host, even though others appear to be fortuitous piracy, as in the case of the SV-40 enhancer, which binds to proteins on its way to the nucleus. Although it is unclear how plasmids move through the cytoplasm to the nuclear envelope, based on the viscosity and mesh-like structure of the cytoplasm, it is highly unlikely that this is a random event. More likely than not, it may turn out that plasmids, as with the genomes of viruses, bind to proteins that enable them to use the cytoskeletal highways and their associated motor proteins for transport, as depicted in Figure 2B. Once delivered to the nuclear envelope, NLS-containing proteins, provided by the host, that are bound to the DNA allow it to be translocated across the nuclear envelope into the nucleus. Whether these proteins bind before, during, or after cytoplasmic trafficking remains to be seen. Regardless, the end result is that the DNA is targeted to the nucleus where gene expression can occur. The goal of all gene therapy approaches is to target enough DNA to the nuclei of cells to obtain sufficient expression for a therapeutic effect. By characterising and understanding the mechanisms of the cytoplasmic trafficking and nuclear import of plasmids, we can overcome our relative inability to target substantial amounts of DNA to the nucleus, thus increasing transfection efficiency and, ultimately, gene therapy.
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This seminal work demonstrated that plasmids injected into the nuclei of cells express robustly, whereas the same plasmids injected into the cytoplasm of non-dividing cells fail to express their gene product. This was the first paper to demonstrate that transport of plasmids into the nucleus is perhaps the rate limiting step in gene delivery.


This paper demonstrates the cell cycle dependence of gene transfer.


This paper takes a quantitative approach to define the relative cellular and nuclear uptake of plasmids to begin to develop quantitative models for gene delivery.


This seminal work demonstrated that plasmids injected into the nuclei of cells express robustly, whereas the same plasmids injected into the cytoplasm of non-dividing cells fail to express their gene product. This was the first paper to demonstrate that transport of plasmids into the nucleus is perhaps the rate limiting step in gene delivery.


This paper demonstrates the cell cycle dependence of gene transfer.


This paper takes a quantitative approach to define the relative cellular and nuclear uptake of plasmids to begin to develop quantitative models for gene delivery.


This was the first paper to demonstrate that plasmids can enter the nuclei of non-dividing cells by way of the nuclear pore complex.


This was the first to show that naked, uncomplexed plasmids could be injected into mouse skeletal muscle to drive robust gene expression. This finding and paper provided the basis for all subsequent studies on the use of naked DNA injection into muscle for DNA vaccines and other uses.


This paper demonstrated that once in the nuclei of skeletal muscle cells, plasmids are retained in an episomal form and continue to express for up to 19 months in mice following direct DNA injection into muscle.


This paper established the permeabilised cell system for studying signal-mediated protein, RNA and DNA nuclear import and export.
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- This paper demonstrated that peptides and other molecules could be efficiently attached to plasmids using PNA clamps to increase gene transfer or aid in the study of DNA trafficking.


- This was the first paper to demonstrate that PNA clamps could be used to fluorescently tag plasmids without altering their structure, function or transcriptional activity. This was a major accomplishment and provided an excellent set of reagents for the study of DNA trafficking in cells.
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